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POLITICS

Quake Exposes Post-9/11 Cracks in Cellphone
Coverage, Emergency Response
By Judson Berger
Published August 24, 2011 | FoxNews.com
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As dazed workers streamed out of
evacuated office buildings Tuesday
following an earthquake along the East
Coast, many resorted to Tweet, email
and text to communicate with the rest of
the world.
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In the immediate aftermath of the 5.9
magnitude quake, cellphone service was
a traffic jam.
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Tuesday: People in lower Manhattan after being evacuated from buildings
following the Virginia earthquake.

The constipated wireless networks in the
D.C. region and beyond were a glaring
example of how the country has failed to
correct the shortcomings in emergency
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communication 10 years after the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks.
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First responders were able to get by using radio on Tuesday. But spotty
cellphone coverage would have prevented them from sharing vital photo and
video in a more serious situation. And the service disruption was a reminder to
everyday users that, in an emergency, loved ones could very well be in the
dark about their well-being.
Tuesday: Staff of the Embassy
of Ecuador wait outside after an
earthquake damaged the
building in Washington, D.C.
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Wireless providers downplayed the severity of the disruption, which
Washingtonians repeatedly described as eerily similar to that terrifying day 10
years ago.
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Verizon described it as short-lived. But the Federal Communications
Commission called the problem "significant," particularly when it came to
people trying to dial 9-1-1.
"We are very concerned by incidents where emergency wireless calls to 9-1-1
after yesterday's earthquake were hampered by network congestion.
Thankfully, there have been no reports thus far about serious injuries or lives
lost. Nevertheless, these are the moments when mobile phone service is
needed most -- and disruptions puts lives at risk," FCC Public Safety &
Homeland Security Bureau Chief Jamie Barnett said Wednesday. "We are in
contact with wireless carriers and public safety call centers in affected areas to
determine the cause of reported outages in an immediate effort to identify and
address the problems."
Sean Kirkendall, senior policy adviser with the Public Safety Alliance, said the
East Coast got "lucky" this time. But he said the quake aftermath should light a
fire under lawmakers sitting on proposals to create a separate communications
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network for public safety officers.
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"This is just another reminder that it's very real," Kirkendall said. He said it's
important that first responders be able to transmit images of injuries and
property damage, something that would have been difficult on Tuesday.
A stronger public safety communication network was recommended by the
Sept. 11 commission, which in the months after the attacks called for
"expedited and increased assignment of radio spectrum for public safety
purposes." The commission noted that "the inability to communicate" was a
critical problem after the Sept. 11 strikes.
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While advances have been made in radio, public safety officials have pressed
for improved wireless services. That effort, though, has run into political and
practical hurdles in Washington.
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The FCC had been working on a proposal to auction airwaves to a commercial
carrier for public safety purposes, but the agency hasn't found a qualified
bidder and public safety groups strongly object. Groups like the PSA instead
want the federal government to simply allocate part of the wireless spectrum for
public safety.
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One such proposal, by Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Sen. Jay
Rockefeller, W-Va., has already cleared out of committee.
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"We would still like to see that bill on the floor of the Senate before 9/11,"
Kirkendall said.
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But Congress is on recess, and its agenda upon return is likely to fill up fast
with economy-related items. Plus, Kirkendall noted some in the House of
Representatives have reservations.
Critics of allocating the spectrum note that an auction would raise needed
money for the Treasury. Additional spectrum has also been allocated for public
safety purposes since 2001, but Kirkendall said they need more.
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Public safety officials were not complaining about the jammed wireless lines on
Tuesday. FEMA Administrator Craig Fugate said that first responders could still use email and portable
radios. He said congestion on wireless networks is anticipated when so many people at once are using
cell phones. Fugate said families need to have a backup communication plan in the event of an
emergency.
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Dan Schmidt, a spokesman with the Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department in northern Virginia, said
the department used radio despite the "cellphone capacity issues."
"Our radio systems were fine," he said.
Still, he said, "anything we can do to improve emergency communication for first responders is something
we totally support."
The FCC is working on another plan, called Next Generation 9-1-1, to improve communication for
emergency responders. Another FCC plan established a system to allow mobile device users to receive
targeted text messages about safety threats.
Meanwhile, spotty cell coverage triggered criticism from a competing generation of communication.
"Policymakers debating spectrum policy ought to take note that the one reliable communications service
during today's earthquake was the original wireless technology -- free and local broadcasting," Dennis
Wharton, vice president of the National Association of Broadcasters, said in a statement. "It's easy to get
dazzled by iPads and Smartphones, but all the spectrum in the world won't ensure reliability of the 'one-toone' cellphone network architecture during an emergency."
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